Welcome to our latest newsletter, we really hope
you have kept well in these strange times. It has been an
anxious time for many families, children, and young people
with all the constant changes. Who knows hopefully by summer
we may get back to a new normality! Many families have feedback they have
missed that social interaction with others who understand as carers what life
can be like.
One positive of all these lockdowns is we have had the
opportunity to meet some new parent/carers through
the virtual world on coffee mornings and meetings.
Workshops on PDA and Sensory Processing Disorder
has been delivered through us and facilitated by Tigger
Pritchard and allowed those parents who may normally
have travel restrictions or childcare issues for live
workshops to attend.
The work of the Parent Carer Forum has continued throughout, and we have
attended numerous meetings to ensure parent feedback and views are heard.
A future date for diaries will be the Complex Needs Conference which we
have tried to hold but had to rearrange through lockdowns. It is now planned
for the 22nd September at Heartlands. We will get all information out about it
in the coming weeks. Joanna Grace who some of you will know about will be a
key speaker. Fingers crossed we can go ahead with this date.

Complex
Needs
Conference

22nd September 2021
@Heartlands

We always welcome feedback from parent/carers to take forward to meetings
and you can contact us through, phone, website, email, or social media pages.
Please do not hesitate to contact us.
If you would like to get more involved with what we do there are many areas,
you could support us. We will deliver some parent participation workshops
over the coming months. In the meantime, drop us an email or we are happy
to have a chat if it is something of interest to you.
We would like to wish you all an enjoyable break over the Easter period,
hopefully with some sunshine.

Kay Henry
For and on behalf of Parent Carers Cornwall
kaypcc@outlook.com

Do you know about the CEA Card?
The CEA Card is a national card scheme developed
for UK cinemas by the UK Cinema Association (UKCA).
The Card enables a disabled cinema guest to receive a complimentary
ticket for someone to go with them when they visit a participating
cinema.
The Card is also one way for cinemas to make sure they look after
their disabled guests. If you require an adjustment to visit a cinema
because of your disability, cinema staff should make them for you
whether you have a CEA Card or not.
The Card is developed by UKCA’s Disability Working Group, whose
members include film exhibitors and distributors, and national
disability charities such as RNID, RNIB, Dimensions and Whizz Kidz.
https://www.ceacard.co.uk

I just want parents to be aware of this condition and to ask for
testing ...
Scarlett's condition is a metabolic condition called GAMT
diagnosis. Anyone that knows Scarlett knows the struggles she
has had from missed diagnosis leading to her brain damage etc,
but early intervention can mean so much to those suffering in
silence for years with a condition that could change the impact
of the child and their families with birth screening which isn't
protocol in the UK yet but I'm determined to support more
research and gene therapy for all those affected and those not
diagnosed yet but hoping for a bright future.
Scarlett has improved vastly with supplements of Creatine and
Ornithine since her diagnosis she gained weight, came off her
epilepsy medication, and is so much more alert and wanting to
learn it's been amazing the transformation in her, she is still
very excitable which can lead to her lack of concentration which
can be very challenging as she wants it all to happen at lightning
speed but doesn't quite get that I haven't got octopus arms
haha She is the reason for my quest to help her and so many
others for a better improved life and of the future of treatments
and research.
Scarlett was Mis-diagnosed for 12 yrs. when I found out all that
it would have taken was a blood and urine test initially. Just
makes me sad, there might be more out there that have no
idea. The only reason I found out was another mother's blog.
So, I am sharing our story in the hope it helps others find
answers and hopefully future gene therapy for a cure but early
Birth Screening would mean no more mis-diagnosed and
treated from Birth which would mean the difference between a
life time of disabilities or that of a healthy normal life. I just
don't want anyone else to suffer because it vital we get the
word out about this condition as its rare and most doctors don't
know about it and can easily slip through the radar like Scarlett.

Clinical Symptoms
While there is variability in clinical severity and presentation in children with
CCDS, the following symptoms are commonly observed in untreated patients.
 Global developmental delay affects all children with these disorders. It
may be the first sign, appearing before other symptoms.
 Speech delay may be particularly severe and is present in all affected
children. Many individuals develop no speech or speak only in single
words.
 Intellectual disability of variable
severity is typically present in all
older children and adults.
 Seizure disorders have a variable
age of onset and severity and are
not always present.
 Hypotonia, muscle weakness and
muscle hypotrophy are common.
 Behaviour disorders including
autism-like behaviours and
hyperactivity
 Movement disorder including
dystonia and dyskinesia (sometimes
labelled as cerebral palsy)
 Gastrointestinal problems such as
chronic constipation, vomiting
 Failure to thrive
 Dysmorphic features, such as mid-face hypoplasia, are more often found in
people with creatine transporter deficiency.

SEND Statutory SEN Focus
Statutory special educational needs (SEN) includes:
•
•
•
•

education, health and care (EHC) needs assessments,
EHC plans,
arranging education placements for children and young people with EHC
plans, and
ongoing review of EHC plans.

A seminar for families about any aspect of Statutory SEN is being held on
line 10-12 on Friday 23 April and will be available afterwards as a recording.
Questions and topics can be sent in advance to PCC by Monday 19 April and
to join the live event please contact MichellePCC@outlook.com
A couple of families have been in contact recently about how frequently EHC
plans are updated and how reviews of EHC plans fit into that process – this is
the type of topic that could be discussed in the seminar on 23 April but as the
question’s already been raised here’s some key information if you too want to
know more about this subject.
•
•

Every EHC plan has to be reviewed at least once a year.
Each review has three parts
i.
ii.
iii.

•
•

gathering views and information from and about the child or
young person
a meeting when everyone involved with the child or young person
including the child or young person themselves can share ideas
and make recommendations
the local authority, Cornwall Council, considers all the information
and makes the decision about whether the EHC plan should be
ceased (stopped), needs to be adjusted (amended) or should stay
the same (be maintained).

If an EHC plan is changed it happens through the three-part review
process.
Whether an EHC plan needs to be adjusted is an individual decision
based on changes in a child or young person’s needs, personal

•

•

•

•

•

circumstances, the provision they require or the outcomes that
everyone is working towards.
There is a pattern that because educational arrangements change for
most children and young people at certain points e.g. the move from
primary to secondary school, there are naturally times when more EHC
plans are amended than others.
It is not necessary, or appropriate for a revised EHC plan to be drawn up
for every child and young person with this legal status each year. Some
EHC plans are changed very regularly, with new documents being drawn
up within the same year whilst for other children and young people their
EHC plan may be appropriate for two, three or four years. What is
important is that it is an individual child or young person-centred
decision according to their needs and progress.
If a family or young person do not agree with the local authority’s
decision at the third part of the review process the Statutory SEN Service
will always endeavour to work closely with them to consider different
views and any concerns, and families also have a right of appeal to
SENDIST (the tribunal) in this circumstance too.
The direct involvement of members of the Statutory SEN Service in
review meetings is actively encouraged and has been made more
possible over the last year due to new uses of computer links for
meetings. Unfortunately, it is not possible due to the number of children
and young people a casework officer is responsible for them to attend as
many meetings as they would wish. If a family has particular concerns,
for example they feel a change in school or college may be needed, then
contacting the Statutory SEN Service as far as possible before a review
meeting will help the casework officer to understand the family’s views
and attend the review meeting if possible.
Low staffing levels in the Statutory SEN Service over recent months
continue to impact on how quickly proposed adjustments to EHC plans
are being shared with families. This is a priority for improvement as soon
as staffing levels start to increase again.

Please do consider submitting a question even if you cannot attend the
forthcoming seminar in person.
Julie le Masurier
Head of SEND
Cornwall Council

Hello!
We are really excited to introduce ourselves to you –
Cornwall Autism are a small but dedicated team of
clinicians made up of a Speech and Language
Therapist, Occupational Therapist and Mental Health
Practitioner. We are highly experienced specialists in
ASD diagnosis and have many (many!) years working
in this field within the NHS in Cornwall and beyond.
Providing thorough and considered autism
assessments, signposting families to appropriate
supports and local services, and celebrating the
unique wonder of every child and young person we
meet is our goal. We have a range of options
available to make the assessment process as stress
free as possible for you and your child and can offer
flexibility in terms of venue and times.
You can find out more about us on our website –
www.cornwallautism.com or email us on
hello@cornwallautism.com
We look forward to hearing from you

Cornwall Council are continuing to support parents and carers and
offer interactive parenting courses online. They are reviewing all
groups continually within the guidance to ensure they are offering
a full service to parents in the safest way.
Service requests are made through the Early Help Hub.
www.cornwall.gov.uk/earlyhelphub
The courses available are:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Being Passionate About Parenting - Early Years 1 - 3 years
Being Passionate About Parenting 4 -11 years
Being Passionate About Parenting with a basic introduction
and an awareness to ADHD 5 – 11 years
Being Passionate About Parenting with a basic introduction
and awareness about the “Spectrum” 5 – 11 years
Being Passionate About Parenting – The Teenage Brain 12 -17
years
Take 3 – Supporting Teenagers 12 – 17 years
Incredible Years – sessions include Understanding behaviour
and discussing positive strategies, promoting self-esteem,
developing routines, problem solving, looking at
communication and strengthening parent /child interactions.
At present Incredible Years is delivered for Parents/ Carers of
children 3 to 5 years and 6 to 11 years.

Every year we hear from lots of parents
and carers about their concerns about
travel arrangements for starting school in
September and issues that rise throughout the year.
We have tried hard to feedback families concerns over the last year,
working in partnership with Cornwall Accessible Activities Programme
(CAAP)
We have attended several meetings with leads of services and
members of the transport team.
We have raised the concerns about transport at the SEND board as an
issue that we keep hearing about.
We recently arranged along with CAAP a live
Q&A with the transport team regarding
managing the arrangements of school
transport and how to improve things for the future. Once we receive
it, we will get the link out for all families to hear the Q&A.
We have tried hard to feedback families concerns over the last few
years.
Transport has always been a hot topic and we will continue to meet
with the transport team and gather family’s views until improvements
are made.
We will make sure we remind families of deadline dates to get
applications in and when payment is due for those requiring Post 16
transport.

EHC Plans
Families often tell us about they question the quality of their
child’s EHC plan, the outcomes are they what they want for
their child/young person? The process and timescales of
assessments and Annual reviews not being followed as per
the SEND Code of practice. The Annual reviews taking many
more weeks than they expected.
We have recently put together a short survey which is on
the Parent Carers Cornwall social media pages. We would
like to gather as many family’s views as possible and then
feedback to the Send Assessment and Provision Team.
We hold monthly meetings with the strategic lead of EHCP
and the SEND Assessment Team
Various ad-hoc meetings including the SEND board we raise
concerns families have raised to us, feedback common
themes we hear.
If you would like to feedback anything to us, we have a
contact form on our website, or you are welcome to email
us at any time kaypcc@outlook.com
We always signpost families to SENDiass if they need
support and guidance regarding an EHC Plan, you can find
their details on the next page.

Are you ready for Family
Based Short Break care?
Do you like spending time with children
and young people? If you enjoy
laughter, sharing learning and new
experiences, then Cornwall Council
wants to hear from you.
Family Based Short Break care gives disabled children and young people
opportunities to have fun, learn and develop in a homely environment, whilst
at the same time giving their families a break from their caring role.
As a Family based short break carer, it’s up to you how much time you can
devote to caring; it could be a few hours a day or even a weekend to fit
around your lifestyle.
We can share with you what a difference Family Based Short Breaks has
meant for individual children and families. We can explain the training we
offer and what assessments are required. And, of course, you will receive an
allowance for any time that you can offer as well as support from our team of
dedicated social workers.
Michelle has been a Short Break carer for
nearly 20 years, a decision made as a family,
including her then two young sons. During
that time, she has cared for numerous
children with differing additional needs
“Over the years we have built up so many lovely
friendships not only with the children, but also their
families. It’s hard to put into words knowing the difference
you make to these families and what the help and support
you offer means to them. But saying that, it is not only the families, but also
us that get something back. It sounds corny, but it is really a fulfilling thing
to do.

Whether you have experience of working with disabled children or want to
learn more, Family Based Short Break care will open up new horizons for you,
as Michelle confirms:
“The children we have cared for have ranged from 4 years old, right up to 18
years old and then they transfer into adult care. Each one has brought
something different to the house. We have always treated them as one of the
family whilst they stay with us, with parents’ permission we have taken them
to family parties, outings, events etc. They honestly bring so much fun and
joy.”
To find out more about Family Based Short Break care, please call Helen
Sinclair on 07583260217, visit www.fosterincornwall.co.uk or call our
recruitment team on 01872 323 638.

HOSPITAL PASSPORTS
Both the Royal Cornwall Hospital at Treliske and
Derriford In Plymouth have Acute Learning Disability
Nurse Teams.
The support that the NHS Learning Disability Nursing
and Safeguarding Team at Treliske can offer is for
patients with Learning Disabilities and Autism
Spectrum conditions. They can help make sure the
individual with Learning Disabilities in hospital has access to a high-quality
service, real choice and control over their care.
They can help with words, gestures, and drawings for clear precise
communication. They can organize extra time for appointments and
treatments. They have easy-read information and involve Carers in the
planning process.
Hospital Passports are downloadable from the website and are based on a
traffic light system. There is also a link to the National Autistic Society to
download a “My Health Passport “which is designed to help autistic people to
communicate their needs to doctors, nurses and other healthcare
professionals. This is endorsed by The Department for Health and promoted
by NHS England. It is one of the projects referenced in the adult autism
strategy, Think Autism.
Going to Hospital is an accessible publication for patients with a Learning
Disability or Autism and aims to help children and young people with
additional needs to know what they might expect to see when visiting hospital
for an appointment or when admitted for a procedure. The booklet is easy
read, uses Makaton symbols throughout to support the images. This was coauthored by Jane Rees, from the NHS Learning Disability Nursing and
Safeguarding Team at RCH Treliske and Angie Emrys-Jones from Cornwall
Down`s Syndrome Support Group.
Contact Information; Tel; 01872 255743/ 07765 221848
8am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. Jane Rees, Team Manager; 07584 770351

Adrian Quest, Acute Liaison Nurse; 0782789752
Email; rch-tr.LearningDisabilities@nhs.net
At Derriford Hospital, Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust Learning Disability Team
are available for support from 8am to 4pm from Monday to Saturday. They
work with adults who have a Learning Disability to help facilitate their patient
journey whilst accessing hospital services.
Their Team Leader is Saoirse Read, and they have 4 other Learning Disability
Liaison Nurses. They also have a Learning Disability Independent Advocate, Jill
Singh. Jill has been funded to help the Trust become more Learning Disability
aware.
On their website, you can access the Hospital Passport and the National
Autistic Society Health passport. There is also access to patient information
leaflets in easy read format. They also have a Getting it Right Charter, ”See the
person, not the disability”
Contact Information; 01752 431566
Email plh-tr.learningdisabilityhospitalteam@nhs.net
There is also a Derriford Autism Service which offers individuals on the
Autistic Spectrum a better experience when accessing hospital services. This is
a pilot scheme for individuals with Autism who do not have a Learning
Disability. The aim of the service is to provide advice and tools for patients
who are autistic so that they can inform staff responsible for their care, of
their specific needs and any Reasonable Adjustments that would help improve
their care outcomes. The service also offers Autism Awareness Training to all
Trust staff regardless of their role.
Contact Information; 01752 432134. Mobile. Texts only; 07989203123
Email plh-tr.derrifordautismservice@nhs.net
You can find details of Cornwall’s hospital passport on this website:
Patients with Learning Disabilities and Autism | - Royal Cornwall Hospitals
NHS Trust
https://www.royalcornwall.nhs.uk/our-care-promise/learning-disabilities/

The Local Offer ....
A Work In Progress
PCC is continuing to work on the Local Offer to make it
easier to use, more interactive and user friendly for all
devices and platforms. It is a statutory requirement that
all Local Authorities publish a Local Offer.
The group meets termly over Teams at present and I
send the link via email to join - if you would like to come
and share your views and experiences - the good and
perhaps the not so good as well , crucial to shape it for
the future of the Local Offer and help with its “look” and
feel , then please email me for dates and to join
Michellepcc@outlook.com
This is an interesting piece to volunteer your time for as
it is for the use of all - Parents, Carers and Professionals
and the input from PCC and the volunteers who join has
been a great input of creativity and ideas

NEW Service Guide and
Well-being Packs
Parent Carers Cornwall has been
successful in securing funding which is
part of the Government’s £750m
charities package. This funding has been
granted through Pears Foundation’s
trusted, long term partners to ensure
funding gets to frontline organisations
and their communities.
PCC have been able to produce 5,000
service guides full of information for
families and resource well-being packs
for parent/carers with this funding.

Notes from PCC January 2021 –
LA response in italics
1st lockdown main stream did not have to do exams those with send had to or fail
this year my son as hardly been college. Mainstream no exams again do you
know what’s happening with send? Do they still have to sit exams when they've
missed so much education?
The arrangements for national exams are the same for children and young people
with and without special educational needs. If this is a specific question about
college exams please feel able to ask them directly or contact your Statutory SEN
Casework officer if you need support in getting the information you need
StatutorySEN@cornwall.gov.uk
It would be good to have a commitment from the team on timescales when writing
up annual reviews. We waited over 7 months and then I still only get 15 days to
review and respond
We agree that it is unacceptable to wait for months for the response to an annual
review. Improving the time it takes to respond to annual review meeting
paperwork is a priority for the Statutory SEN Service. New processes have been
put in place e.g. checks with schools and colleges so paperwork is circulated in a
timely way. Performance was better at the beginning of this academic year but
this is an activity that still requires further improvement. Annual reviews will
continue to be a priority for this team.
Timely responses, more transparency on the process and progress. Better
attendance at critical and emergency reviews where it is clear there needs to be a
change instead of asking the same questions afterwards.
Members of the Statutory SEN Service, and other special needs staff, are now
able to attend more review meetings by joining electronically. This practice will
continue after lockdown. Members of the Statutory SEN Service will always
prioritise attendance at reviews when our involvement is requested by
parents/carers and/or the setting.
More transparency over delays and sticking to statutory timelines.
The Statutory SEN Service continues to develop the information provided for
parents and carers when a statutory assessment is requested. All cases have an
allocated Casework Officer who will communicate with you so that you know what
to expect and the timescales. The Statutory SEN Service has high expectations

that we comply with the 20 week statutory assessment timescale, however if
delays are unavoidable this should be discussed between parents/carers and
Casework Officer and clear information on any revised timescales agreed. This is
core activity for this team and with staff turnover continues to be a focus of regular
training.
Also not having refusal to assess as a default first response. Forcing parents and
carers to go through lengthy and stressful mediation and challenges to decisions.
It shouldn’t be a battle to get what our children deserve or need in order to fully
access their education
The decision to undertake an education, health and care (EHC) needs
assessment has to be an evidence based process, unfortunately sometimes the
information is not available in the first instance. As a snapshot this January 75%
of requests for an EHC needs assessment were agreed by the group of people
from education, health and social care who consider them each week. The
Statutory SEN Service are always willing to work collaboratively with parents and
carers in the best interest of their child, by offering way forward meetings so that
joint agreements can be reached on next steps. Sometimes this process identifies
information about the child or young person which was not presented when the
EHC needs assessment was requested.
Encourage the whole ECHP team to attend meetings or submit reports regarding
progress. Or more information regarding health matters and how this impacts on
learning. This way the whole approach is more holistic and meaningful for the
individual young person. Quality of life needs to be taken into consideration more,
and the possibility of a more flexible approach to learning that satisfies the needs
of the child/ young person/ young adult.
Who is in the whole EHC plan team for different children will vary and that is
appropriate because of the differences in needs and services children have.
Council staff do encourage the full range of people involved to take part in review
meetings. Over the last few years there is increased flexibility in how different
children and young people access their education. Parent/carers can contact their
Casework Officer directly if they feel that their views about quality of life are not
being appropriately recorded in EHC plan review meetings.
Why does the LA policy for assessment of need still state criteria above the law?
Jan 2019 LGO recommended that Cornwall council bring their criteria in line with
the legal standard after a case which ended with them paying compensation to a
family for unacceptable delays to a suitable education.

Although the LGO does not have powers to enforce the recommendations are
they really going to ignore the guidance????
How many cases need to go through LGO before they will respond??
It hasn’t been possible to find the out of date information referred to in this
comment. If PCC could provide the details we will look into this as a matter of
urgency. The Cornwall Council website is being redesigned in Spring 2021 to
provide easier access and to clear up to date information.
When will sendco's and sen caseworkers have training regarding Sen Law rather
than LA policy???
SENCOs (special educational need co-ordinators) have to achieve a master’s
level qualification specifically for the role, the SEN law in included in this. During
2020 Casework Officers attended training on SEN Law, provided by the DFE and
IPSEA. Casework Officers will continue to attend this training on an annual basis.
If 95% of EHCP appeals are agreed in favour of the family either at mediation,
prior to appeal or at tribunal. Why do the LA continue to make so many families
fight?
How much money was spent fighting appeals by the LA last year
National figures suggest £55 million pounds spent by LA's How much of that was
Cornwall Councils costs??
The timescale, set nationally, in which families have to lodge an appeal to
SENDIST (the tribunal) is relatively short. Some parents/carers tell staff in the
Statutory SEN service that they lodge an appeal ‘in case’ and then they withdraw
it.
There are 3397 Cornish children and young people with EHC plans, with
hundreds of new EHC plans being drafted each year. The numbers of tribunals
lodged in Cornwall is low in comparison with the rest of the country, in both 2019
and 2020 there were 20 SENDIST appeals lodged in Cornwall.
It is always the wish of the LA to work with parents/carers, however we do not
always agree. We make decisions based on the information and evidence we
have and most certainly focus on what we understand to be the best interests of
the child. Sometimes, when a tribunal is lodged more information is received and
issues are narrowed so that there is no need to proceed to a full hearing. The LA
has no intention to make things difficult for parents/carers and we are always
prepared to listen.

Why does it have to be a constant battle? You’ve got to fight for all support that
your child needs whether they are in main stream school / college / supporting
courses!! It’s always down to the parents to do the leg work, learn the law, just to
get what should of been given in the first instance. Some Sencos think they can
undermine you, then you have to explain to them why it’s important that these
needs are included and what impact they would have if removed or worse still
NOT adhered to, which unfortunately 99 % of the time is the case. I’ve fought and
fought for everything in my sons EHCP. But it shouldn’t be such hard work, they
should understand the child / young adults needs and support them to get the best
education and support possible, insuring they have the best outcomes to support
them through their lives. It’s a big scary world for our children and they need
people to work along side them with the knowledge and understanding of their
needs and how to get the best results but most of all to have a happy child / young
adult. Some think punishment is key, taking away break times or not allowing
sensory breaks! I wonder how’d they feel if we took away their right to use the
toilet! Because sometimes the child / young adult doesn’t know what they’ve done
wrong and punishing them and not explaining why is horrendous. Then the school
/ college absences start as they can’t cope and find it easier to hide away, rather
than do something wrong and the cycle of mental health and depression becomes
deeper and sadder for that person.
Listen to parents! I have been totally let down by school and county regarding
getting a plan for my son. This has been going for 10 years and at the age of 16 I
am still no further forward. I’m only fighting to get the best for my son, but
everyone makes you feel like you are asking for something ridiculous and they
know your child better than you do!
It is vitally important for people working in different aspects of special educational
needs to be kept in touch with the lived experiences of families. Sessions which
are supportive of parents/carers take place when family members speak directly
about their experiences to services or groups of people like SENCOs. If anyone is
interested in doing this please let PCC know.
The document is really cumbersome and inaccessible to both parents and
schools. It needs to be more user friendly!!!
Please can you let us know which document this is so that this message can be
looked into. Thank you.

Disclaimer
Every effort is made to ensure the information in this newsletter is correct.
Parent Carers Cornwall can accept no liability for errors or omissions and we
cannot recommend products or services. Views and opinions expressed are
not necessarily those of Parent Carers Cornwall.

Contact Details
E-mail: kaypcc@outlook.com
Telephone: 07973 763332
Website: https://parentcarerscornwall.org.uk

